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Beryl Swanson, DVM, DACVIM (Neurology) was born
and raised in the Seattle area. She earned a Bachelor of
Science in Neurobiology, receiving departmental
honors, at the University of Washington.
After graduating, she spent two years as a data analyst
at the Allen Institute for Brain Science in Seattle, where
she analyzed human brain anatomy, assisted with
dissection, and analyzed data for the purposes of
labeling DNA and RNA strands.
Dr. Swanson decided to leave human medicine to work
with animals in 2010, earning her Doctorate in
Veterinary Medicine at Washington State University
College of Veterinary Medicine in 2014. Then she
headed for Connecticut, where she completed a small
animal rotating internship at two referral and
emergency centers.
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Once her internship was complete, she moved to New
York and completed her Neurology residency at the
Animal Medical Center, New York City.
After her internship, Dr. Swanson moved to the San
Francisco Bay area to work in the neurology department
at SAGE Veterinary Centers. Dr. Swanson decided, after
spending years away from her family, to move back to
the Seattle area. She now heads the department of
neurology at the Animal Medical Center of Seattle.

17518 15th Ave NE, Shoreline, WA 98155
(206) 204-3366
(206) 204-3858
service@AMCSVet.com

Dr. Swanson’s areas of veterinary interest include
performing spinal surgery, treating immune mediated
inflammatory brain disease, and managing epilepsy.
Outside of work, you can find her distance running,
hiking, and spending time with her adorable cats, Doug
and Regular Cat.

www.AnimalMedicalSpecialists.com

Animal Medical Center of Seattle – Owned by veterinarians. Driven by compassion and care.
Emergency & Critical Care | Dentistry | Dermatology | Internal Medicine | Interventional Radiology | Neurology
Oncology | Surgery | Blood Bank and Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy coming soon.

